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Gravitational Waves?



∗ GWs are ripples of spacetime, propagating at c, 
predicted by Einstein in 1916. 

∗ Emitted when energy distribution fluctuates violently. 
∗ GW propagates by stretching and contracting space 

perpendicular to the propagation direction (quadrupolar 
(spin=2) wave)

What are Gravitational Waves (GW)?

quadrupolar wave
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GWs penetrate everything!

Observable limit 
by EM waves

Beginning of the Universe may be probed!
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Where do GWs come from?



GWs from binary NS/BHs

https://www.gravity.phy.syr.edu/~satya/Publication-IMR_comparison/
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/

NS=Neutron Star 
BH=Black Hole

By observing emitted GWs, properties of 
strongly curved spacetime and matter under extreme conditions

chirp signal
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Indirect evidence of GWs

PSR B1913+16/Hulse-Taylor Binary 
1993 Nobel Prize in PhysicsPSR J0737-3039：Kranmer et al. ‘06

Perfect agreement 
with GR prediction

Situation until Sept 2015 (approx. 100 yrs after Einstein)

decrease of orbital period due to GW emission in binary pulsars 
(NS)
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∗ LIGO detected GWs from Binary BHs on 14 Sept, 2015 

∗ only two days after the machine started to operate

Direct Detection of GW Event!

∗ each BH mass~30 M☉ 

∗ distance~1.2 G lyr (400 Mpc) 

∗ energy emitted as GWs~3 M☉

very lucky!

10,000 x (super nova 
explosion energy)!

2017 Nobel Prize in Physics!
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GW150914



∗ LIGO=Laser Interferometric Gravitational wave Observatory

What is LIGO?

each arm = 4km 
can detect GW amplitude of ~ 10-21 !

Washington
Louisiana

1621 4 10 cm10 !LL
L
δ

δ− −= ⇔ = ×

size of neucleon ~ 10-13cm

3000km

3000km = 10 ms
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Principle of Interferometer

detector sees fluctuating light

GWs from BBH, etc.

arm length oscillates 
when GWs pass through



observed GW signal
inspiral merging BH ringdown

7mstΔ =
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Already 5(+1) events observed
Co-observation with Virgo(France-Italy)

Suberb of  Pisa, Italy
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"Sound" of GWs
GW150914 and GW151226
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a bit about Japan



2018/05/11 0(54Google Maps

1 / 1 ページhttps://www.google.co.jp/maps/@34.882857,135.6425881,620551m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en

Imagery ©2018 Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO, Landsat / Copernicus, Data LDEO-Columbia, NSF,
NOAA, Map data ©2018 Google, SK telecom, ZENRIN

100 km 

KAGRA ~ 神樂
KAmioka GRAvitational wave detector

Super Kamiokande
neutrino detector

http://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/en/

almost completed 
full op by 2020
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future
GW detector network

LIGO      2015 ~ 
VIRGO      2017 ~ 
KAGRA       2020(?) ~ 
LIGO-India   202x(?) ~
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angular reslution
∗ sustantial improvement in angular resolution by addition of Virgo: 

from 2 LIGO(2) to 2 LIGO+Virgo (3) detectors. 

∗ +KAGRA (4) 

∗ +LIGO-India (5)

precision astronomy!
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2 LIGO: S/N=24

2 LIGO+Virgo: 
S/N=18
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WHAT’S NEXT after BBHs?



Big News in last October
LIGO did it 

again!

NS mass

also observed by EMWs!

strong signal

announced right after Nobel Prize
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GW170817=GRB170817A

LIGO-Virgo + Fermi simultaneously detected GWs and 
γ-ray from Binary NS merger 

γ-ray burst

GW signal

γ-ray signal
1.7s

distance: 0.13 G lyr (~ 40 Mpc)
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“Sound” of GWs and γ-ray



GW170817 was observed 
at various wavelengths 

from γ-ray to radio

Not only GWs and γ-ray
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dawn of multi-messenger astronomy
70 obs groups including 7 satellites
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from Astronomy to Cosmology



Cosmoloical implication of GW170817

~10% accuracy by a 
single observation!Betoule et al.  arXiv:1401.46064

0V rH=

slope ~1/H
0
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Hubble’s law:
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redshift

measured 
by redshift

estimated from 
magnitude
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EMWs and GWs

http://natgeo.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/news/17/101800401/

BNS merger

GW

EMW

Earth

distance = 0.13 G lyr
only 1.7s difference after 
traveled 0.13 Glyr (~4x1015s) cGW-cEMW < 10-5 cm/s

very strong constraint on Dark Energy models
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future projects



http://lisa.nasa.gov/

Deci-hertz Interferometer  
Gravitational wave Observatory

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

Space GW Observatories
Japan +? 
DECIGO 

arm length 1,000 km 
~203x? 
freq:~ 0.1 Hz 
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Europe + US + ? 
LISA 

arm length 5,000,000 km 
~2035? 
freq:~10-3Hz



Pulsar Timing Array

https://www.nature.com/news/2010/100112/full/463147a/box/1.html

GWs from supermassiv BH

Pulsar is an extremely accurate clock:
pulse arrival times fructuate when GWs pass through

accuracy increases
by using many pulsars

freq: ~ 10-8Hz

period ~ 10 yr
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Multi-band GW Astronomy
Pulsar Timing Array

Space 
Interferometers

Ground-based 
Interferometers

http://rhcole.com/apps/GWplotter/

period: 100yr　　1yr　   　　　　　　　     1s           1ms           1µs   
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GW Cosmology



GWs from Inflation
quantum spacetime (tensor: spin 2) fluct’ns turn into 

Cosmological GW Background (CGWB)

➢ GW (tensor) perturbations also generate 
CMB temperature fluctuations

CMB fluctuations

➢ curvature (scalar) perturbations from inflation 
generate Cosmic Microwave Background 
(CMB) temperature fluctuations

CMB temp fluctuations 
observed by Planck Satellite

but fluct’ns generated by GW are too 
small to be seen compared to those by 

curvature pertrurbations
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Lite (light) Satellite for the studies of B-mode polarization 
and Inflation from cosmic background Radiation Detection

Experimental Probe of Inflationary Cosmology 

B-mode projects

LiteBIRD 
2025 ~ 2030? 
 http://litebird.jp/eng/

LiteBIRD
EPIC 
2030 (??) 
 http://arxiv.org/abs/0906.1188

http://arxiv.org/abs/0811.3911v1
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Kavli IPMU is in!



Gravitational waves Kari Rummukainen

Figure 1: Deflagration (left) and detonation (right). In deflagration vwall < vsound, and the growing bubble
wall pushes the fluid in front of it. In detonation vwall > vsound, and the bubble wall drags the fluid behind it.

Figure 2: Fluid kinetic energy density at t = 500/Tc, 1000/Tc and 1500/Tc, at h = 0.15Tc, corresponding
to the growth phase of the bubbles, end of bubble collisions and after the bubbles have vanished. The shock
waves caused by the bubbles remain for a long time after the transition has completed.

3. Results

We show here results from simulations corresponding to relatively weak transition with latent
heat L = (9/40)T 4

c . The phenomenological field-fluid coupling parameter is set to h/Tc = 0.1,
0.15 and 0.2. For the detailed simulation parameters we refer to [26].

When h is small, the coupling between the field and the fluid is small, allowing the bubble
wall to propagate quickly. The moving bubble wall causes fluid flows. The three values of h
are chosen so that we obtain three different bubble growth types: at h = 0.1 the wall velocity is
vwall > vsound = 1/

p
3 (detonation), at h = 0.15 vwall ⇡ vsound (Jouguet) and at h = 0.2 vwall < vsound

(deflagration). The moving bubble wall causes fluid flows: in deflagration, the wall pushes a thick
layer (thickness µ bubble size) of fluid ahead of itself, whereas in detonation the bubble wall drags
a layer of fluid behind it. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

In Figure 2 we show three snapshots of fluid kinetic energy density from a simulation at
h = 0.15, taken at the bubble growth stage, collision stage and after the bubbles have vanished.
During the growth stage the kinetic energy is concentrated near the growing bubble walls. Af-
ter the bubbles have collided the bubble walls vanish, but the fluid flow continues propagating as
spherical compression waves, i.e. sound.

The contribution of the field and fluid to the stress-energy tensor (and hence gravitational
waves) can be quantified by introducing RMS fluid velocity Ūf and the equivalent field quantity:

(ē + p̄)Ū2
f =

1
V

Z
dV tfluid

ii , (ē + p̄)Ū2
f =

1
V

Z
dV tfield

ii . (3.1)
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Gravitational waves from uncollided envelops

Figure 9. The energy density spectrum of the relic GWs from the first-order PT with respect to the
cut-off scale ⇤ ranging from 578GeV (low peak frequency) to 750GeV (high peak frequency) with
interval 1GeV, where the first four panels present a piecewise combination of prescriptions (2.66)
and (2.67), while the last four panels present our unified prescription (2.68).

– 26 –

GWs from Phase Transition
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Electro-Weak transition may be strongly first order

arXiv:1511.04527

arXiv:1707.03001
bubble formation and collisions

arXiv:1707.03001
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Figure 1. The pedagogical introduction of the bounce equation and bounce solution for the first-
order PT. The upper left panel presents a schematic illustration of the effective potential at some
characteristic temperatures, for example, the inflection temperature Tinf when a second minimum is
about to appear, the degeneration temperature Tdeg when the second minimum is degenerated with
the first one, the transition temperature Ttra when the exit point of bounce solution is exactly sitting
at the true vacuum, the nucleation temperature Tnuc when there are enough nucleated bubbles for the
unbroken phase to be transited to the broken phase, and the vanishing temperature Tvan when the
potential barrier separating the two vacuums disappeares. The upper right panel presents a schematic
illustration of an equivalent particle moving in the inverse of field potential �V (�, T ) with Hubble
friction, where its position is labeled by the field value and its time is labeled by the radial coordinate
of bounce solution. The bottom left panel presents a schematic illustration of the shooting algorithm,
namely the particle is released from a finely adjusted exit point of bounce solution, above/below which
the particle overshoots/undershoots and oscillates around the inverse potential barrier. Only when
the appropriate exit point of bounce solution is found could the particle stand still at the origin. The
bottom right panel presents a schematic illustration of various field values evolving with the decreasing
temperature, for example, the field value �false/�true where the false/true vacuum sits, the field value
�zero where the potential crosses zero, the field value �max where the potential barrier lies, and the
field value �exit where the field penetrates from the other side of potential barrier. The first three
panels are also used in [4].

are ordinary-derivative-equations (ODEs), which can be easily solved using shooting algorithm
as shown in Fig. 1. The results are summarized in Fig. 2.

The upper left panel of Fig. 1 illustrates some characteristic temperatures from the ef-
fective potential (2.5), for example, the inflection temperature Tinf when a second minimum
is about to appear, the degeneration temperature Tdeg when the second minimum is degener-
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Higgs field’s 
effective potential

GW energy density spectrum

formation & collisions of bubbles 
generate GWs



https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/March03/Symp1/backer/Backer.html

Dawn of GW “Cosmology”

Pulsar
Timing
Array

CMB B-mode

Space-based

Ground-
based

Cosmology will undergo 
a revolutionary change!

Era of GW astronomy 
has arrived

multi-band GW astronomy

GWs from early Universe 
may be detecte at any band, 
ranging over 20 digits from 
period of 10Gyr to 1ms ! 

period: 10Gyr   1Myr       100 yr　       　　　　1s  35
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GWs penetrate everything!

Observable limit 
by EM waves

Beginning of the Universe may be probed!
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CMB B-mode polarization

E-mode 

B-mode 
characteristic to 
GW perturbations

GWs produce B-mode fluctuations in CMB polarization

B-modeSource: Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

B-mode polarized light with 
osc period of 10 G yrs

GW detector with arm 
length of 10 G lyr !
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GWs are an indespensable tool to 
explore the unknown Universe and 

discover new physics!

What will be discovered next?

Stay tuned!
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